Abstract-Thermocline has a significant impact on marine fishery, navy submarine activity, ocean circulation and internal wave. In consideration of long range, low cost, and high maneuverability, the AUV (Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) is an ideal platform for ocean local precisely thermocline tracking. Combining with the advantage of the AUV yo-yo movement, this paper presents a simple and effective thermocline tracking method. According to the definition of the thermocline, we set a threshold, and in the real detect area, the threshold can change adaptively, thus we can draw the outline of the thermocline. Meanwhile, we present a method to determine bin size in order to solve the abruptness of robust and method's resolution. The simulation analysis was carried out using previous data of field test in the South China Sea.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermocline detection methods can be divided into two categories based on the way of data processing, one is data postprocessing method based on submersible buoys, the other is real-time data processing method based on underwater vehicles, such as using the glider or AUV. The former is used for a wide range of physical ocean observation, it doesn't need to consider the problem of real time because of off-line calculation, the latter can measure the characteristics of target position precisely through the real-time data processing. For data post-processing method, Springtall put forward a classic S-T method in 1992 [1] , Xu Zhang et al. proposed an optimal segmentation method which can obtain the range of thermocline characteristics [2] , Xuehong Zhang and others' equidistant differential method can quickly determine the upper and lower boundaries of thermocline accurately [3] . This paper mainly studies on real-time data processing based on underwater vehicles, there are three representative research institutions which are MBARI, MIT and University of Porto. Yanwu Zhang and others of MBARI used hybrid Tethys AUV, obtained thermocline distribution of vertical section based on peak-gradient detection method [4] [5] , but this method need to set extend distance from top to bottom when acquire thermocline boundary, this value's setting depend heavily on human experience. Petillo et al. of MIT used NURC OEX and NUWC, two kind of types of AUV, adopt adaptive feature point Tracking (Autonomous Adaptive Feature Tracking-AAFT) method [6] , implemented environment detection but this method is suitable for the thermocline distribution uniform area, if the thermocline is very thin, far less than the range of underwater robot detection, the calculated range of thermocline will be wider than it actually is, on the contrary, if the thermocline is very thick, the calculated range of thermocline will be thinner than the actual thermocline. Porto Cruz and Matos used MARES AUV with four propellers, realized thermocline detection based on vertical gradient method [7] , the above several commonly used methods does not realize thermocline tracking completely independently with AUV, to some extent, it all depend on person's experience.
We have developed an autonomous algorithm for AUV to detect and track the thermocline completely independently. The method is presented in Section II, and we also compare it with other methods using the data of AUV field test, as described in Section III. We propose additional research in the future in Section IV.
II. A THERMOCLINE DETECTION AND TRACKING METHOD
We set the AUV to run yo-yo trajectory in the vertical dimension for thermocline tracking, as shown in Fig. 1 , the vehicle first conducts a deep dive and calculates the average vertical gradient of temperature over the full depth, we set a threshold according to the calculated result, then we set target point for AUV with the threshold, thus the AUV run within this layer in an attempt to track the thermocline. Detailed steps are as follows. 
A. Steps of Thermocline Tracking

1) Calculate Temperature Gradient and Filter
Temperature gradient is the derivative of temperature as a function of depth . To mitigate measurement noise by differentiation amplifies, we divide the water column into a number of depth bins to calculate average temperature.
where is the depth bin index, =1,2,3……
, is the sample point number in every bin, is instantaneous sampling value.
Then we get temperature gradient according to average temperature, In order to reduce noise turbulence in dealing with raw data, we filter the result with quadratic smoothing algorithm with seven-point approximation method, the algorithm computation formula is as follows (x represent data sequence), the formula of six endpoints can find in [3] .
2) Preset Temperature Gradient Threshold
Thermocline characteristics are various in different water columns, in some areas, temperature change is obvious while other areas temperature change is implicit. In order to adapt to the complex ocean environment, it's necessary to choose different thresholds for different waters.
According to the literature regulation [8] [9] , the minimum index value of thermocline temperature gradient in shallow seas is set to =0. 2 , here we take /2 as basic value (ocean area where temperature gradient is less than 0.1 can be considered beyond the scope of thermocline), then we calculate the variance of continuous scope where the temperature gradient is greater than the /2, and define the sum of /2 and variance as threshold of thermocline, namely, where is temperature gradient in the nth bin.
3) Set Target Point for AUV
The movement locus for AUV to track thermocline is as Fig. 2 , we segment the AUV motion into serval states, in the 1th stage, the AUV complete initialization with a full depth dive, thus preset thermocline threshold, then get corresponding depth as upper boundary, described as . Because the temperature variation is very small Fig. 2 , the triangle mark is calculated upper or lower boundary point during AUV diving or surfacing, rectangle mark is corresponding target point.)
in horizontal direction with limited distance, so we can use of the 1th stage as target location point of the 2th stage, in a similar way, during the ascend movement of the 2th stage, we can calculate corresponding lower boundary as target location point of the 3th stage, and the rest may be deduced by analogy.
During movement of AUV, we can get thermocline thickness using calculated target depth, and , = -in shallow seas, thermocline thickness is about a few meters to tens of meters, if is less than 2 meters, we can ignore this thermocline, then AUV continue to complete detecting, calculate new thermocline thickness according to subsequent data, if there is none satisfactory thermocline, AUV start to reset for new yo-yo trajectory.
4) Periodic Initialization
Thermocline characteristics can change with time and long horizontal distance, so after a fixed amount of time, , reset the detection process by 'forgetting' all previous data, and start over from the initial yo-yo, as shown in Fig. 2 , according to Shannon's sampling theorem, the should satisfy the following formula, where is the reset periodic of AUV, is thermocline characteristics change cycle. The variation of thermocline is related with the surface warms from the sun, it begins to mix due to winds in the morning, and then cools again in the evening, according related articles [6] , it's suitable to set as 0.5-1 hour in general weather condition, while set as 1.5-3 hours when calmer, cloudier days.
B. Autonomous Adjustment of Depth Bin Size
When calculating temperature gradient, we need to divide water columns into serval bin, each bin size is . The size of depth bins is an import design parameter for the algorithm, since it acts as a low pass filter which may affect the ability to detect gradients. Bin size is selected for a balance between noise rejection and depth resolution in calculating temperature gradient. If the bin bins are too large, then they will smooth the temperature variations and the algorithm will have difficulty in separating significant variations. We propose a completely autonomous method to determine the bin size based on peakpoint numbers as follows.
In shallow seas, thermocline thickness range from a few meters to tens of meters, there we divide the water columns into several bins, and set 0.5 as the basic value, then add 0.5 every time, namely 0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0 and so on, calculate accordingly temperature gradient peak-point numbers in each z, finally set the minimum z when it meets the consideration that peak-point number is less than 5 as optimal value.
In order to verify the rationality of the method, we use the AUV filed test data to illustrate, in Fig. 3 , we plotted the gradient curve in different .
The relationship with z and peak point number is shown in TABLE I.
Combining Fig. 3 and TABLE I. , we can get that when is small, the peak points reached to 8, from the graph when is 0.5, we can find that there exits strong noise, when z is big, from the graph when is 2, there are only 3 peak points, and the curve is too smooth, which lead a not obvious feature, while is 1, peak point number is a proper value, 4, and the gradient curve can reflect the phenomenon of temperature gradient, so it's reasonable to set as 1 in this situation. From the above analyses, peak point number of gradient can reflect whether is appropriate or not, so we can let the processor of AUV to set z by computing the number of peak point.
Beyond that, should also be limited combining the parameter of AUV motion, the related element is the speed of vehicle( ), the angle of yo-yo( ), and the frequency of CTD sampling( ). So the boundary conditions of thermocline tracking for AUV is as follows, where is the numbers of sampling in every bin, according to the conclusion of reference, in order to get a fine result, there should be at least 5 sampling points, so we set . In addition, for the of security of AUV, the angle of yo-yo movement should be limited within 30°.
III. METHODOLOGICAL DEMONSTRATION
Numerical simulation based on adaptive threshold is taken with the filed test data in August,2015, and comparative analysis is proceeded with peak gradient, average gradient and optimal segmentation methods.
First, the gradient threshold should be confirmed, the result is shown in TABLE II.
The gradient standard deviation that meet the basic condition is = 0.1299 So in this situation the thermocline gradient threshold is =0.1+0.1299=0.2299
Thermocline range with different methods is shown in Fig.  4 , the result is shown in TABLE III. . The thermocline range given by peak gradient method is 13.5-31.6, it's quiet different with human experience, and the choice of extension depth is hard, need abundant field test experience, but it's directly related to the accuracy of final result, the range given by optimal segmentation is 8-42, which is too broad, and because of the high computational, it's more suitable for offline computing, the result of average gradient and adaptive threshold method is approximate, the average gradient method is good for normal thermocline, there will be big deviation if the thermocline is too thin or too thick. The proposed method in this article is based on adaptive threshold, it's suitable for AUV thermocline tracking, the simulation results show the method is reasonable and effective. What's more, the algorithm of self-determine bin size can realize thermocline by AUV completely independently, so the vehicle can avoid the dangerous deployment and retrieve work repeatedly.
There are some demands on control performance of AUV, other researchers usually use underwater robots with good control ability, such as hybrid driven, multi thrusters and so on. But this article is aimed at AUV with single thruster, this kind of vehicle is under actuated, and does not have independent regulating mechanism of buoyancy and vertical movement architecture, besides, the ocean current and the change of ocean density and salinity all have influence on vertical motion of AUV [10] , in our future work, we will study on the control performance of AUV in thermocline tracking. 
